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METHODOLOGY
This Economic Report and Outlooks for the Québec City Census Metropolitan Area - 2017-2018 
was conducted by Québec International. In addition to addressing key economic indicators for 
assessing regional performance, it takes an objective look at the results achieved in 2017 and 
those expected in the future. Changes in a number of regional economic variables are also 
compared with those of other metropolitan areas in Canada.

Six key indicators were selected for this analysis: economic growth, purchasing power, labour 
market, non-residential investment, housing market and demographics. The appendices list 
historical data on the economic indicators analyzed, as well as major projects in the region and 
a list of employers by area of activity.

This Québec International study is based on statistical data published by recognized organizations. 
Some indicators were processed and analyzed in order to establish projections for the next five 
years.

NOTE TO READERS
This study was produced by Québec International’s Department of Economic Studies and 
Strategic Monitoring. This team of professionals is responsible for ensuring the availability of 
high-quality economic information. To that end, they monitor changes in the economic and 
business environment at the regional, national and international levels and conduct various 
types of research and analysis in order to identify opportunities, guide development strategies 
and define actions to be taken in support of regional economic growth. For more information 
on Québec International’s services, please visit our website at www .quebecinternational .ca.

The information in this study is based on the information available as of April 2018.

Main abbreviations

ND: Not available

f: Forecast

r: Revised data

$: Dollars  

M: Millions  

B: Billions
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The economy of the Québec City CMA has been growing for more than two decades 
and the 2017 economic outlook is no exception . In fact, the GDP grew by 2 .3% in 2017 
to reach $34 .6B, a sustained growth that exceeded 2% for the first time since 2011 . 
The area’s success is supported by every sector in its economy . What’s more, in 2017 
residential construction had its second-best performance in more than 20 years . As 
for the industrial sector, it invested a record $129 .1M in Québec City .

The Québec City area registered a record 442,800 jobs in 2017. As a result, the average salary increased 
by 1.7% from 2016, reaching $42,916. The economy’s excellent performance highlighted certain issues 
that the region is facing. For example, labour shortages caused by the growing economy and aging 
population are still an issue. In fact, the Québec City CMA’s unemployment rate dropped below 2008’s 
record 4.4%, reaching 4.2% in 2017. This is the lowest unemployment rate of all major metropolitan 
areas in Canada. Job creation has played a role in this situation; after all, the labour force grew by 
2,500 people in 2017, following its decrease in 2016.

In the coming years, indicators show that the need for workers will increase due to upcoming major 
projects and a growing number of retirements. Efforts to draw international immigrants to the area 
will therefore remain crucial. Net migration for the past five years (2012–2017) was 16,308 newcomers, 
an improvement of 19.3% over the 2007–2012 period.

Additionally, the Canadian dollar is expected to remain below parity with the American dollar, fuelling 
exports for 2018. Exporters can also benefit from new opportunities with the ratification of the Canada-
European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) and the upcoming implementation 
of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). These 
agreements, combined with Québec City’s economic strength, will help mitigate uncertainty regarding 
the renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

Overall, the Québec City area is in a good position to face these challenges. Currently, the region boasts 
a strong, diversified and innovative economy. It also benefits from a highly qualified workforce and can 
rely on industry leaders and cutting-edge expertise. These factors, combined with major projects like 
Le Phare and the structured public transit network, will fuel the growth of all sectors of economic 
activity and will keep the area attractive in the coming years. For these reasons, Québec City’s economic 
strength in 2017 translates to positive anticipated outcomes for 2018, with the GDP expected to grow 
by more than 2%.

SUMMARY
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ECONOMIC 
GROWTH
The Québec City CMA showed remarkable economic strength in 2017 . Data 
from the Conference Board of Canada shows a 2 .3% increase in the real GDP 
from 2016, reaching $34 .6B . The increase in production revenue in all sectors 
boosted the annual growth of the regional economy by more than 2% for 
the first time since 2011 . As a result, Québec City is continuing to expand 
and maintaining its competitive position relative to other Canadian 
metropolitan areas .

Accounting for more than 80% of the regional GDP, the services sector set the pace in 2017 
with a 1.9% increase. This success is due in particular to production services, which continued 
their upswing, growing by 0.8%. The return of major construction sites has stirred up activity 
in the finance, insurance, real estate and business services sectors. Additionally, research sites, 
big data management and digital apps will open up new doors in the professional, scientific 
and technical services sectors. As for consumer services, they are continuing to grow steadily, 
with a 7.2% annual increase last year. Household debt remains a concern, but the region can 
count on the benefits related to demographic growth, migratory gains and the expansion of 
the recreation and tourism sector. Public services grew slightly, by 0.3%, in 2017. All levels of 
government are taking action to meet healthcare and social services needs, as well as education 
needs. They also plan to increase their role in the development of urban, transportation and 
energy infrastructures. As a result, productivity1 in the entire services sector will continue to 
grow. In 2017, the region’s productivity ratio (measured here as the real GDP divided by the 
number of jobs) was $78,048, compared to $77,048 in the rest of the province. This represents 
a 1.3% increase from 2016 (+1.1% in Quebec).

The manufacturing industry continued to expand, with its GDP increasing by 6.9% in 2017. 
The Canadian dollar also remained below parity with the American dollar, fuelling exports. 
Additionally, investments aiming to increase production capacity and decrease operating 
costs are starting to bear fruit. These results are made even more beneficial by the fact that 
they reinforce the area’s position in terms of the manufacture of value-added goods—goods 
that, in many cases, meet specific needs. This will certainly help mitigate concerns regarding 
commercial trade, particularly those surrounding the renegotiation of the North American 
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the protectionist climate in the US. Furthermore, regional 
players can now benefit from new opportunities with the ratification of the Canada-European 
Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) with the European Union and 
the upcoming implementation of the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-
Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). These factors, combined with Quebec and Canada’s good economic 
climates, mean that manufacturers in the area have some interesting prospects. That said, 
businesses’ success will depend on continued investments in the purchase of specialized 
equipment, the implementation of automated processes and the use of automation in general. 
This concern is providing a strong foundation for increased productivity. As a result, in 2017, 
the manufacturing sector yielded $87,203 per job ($95,001 in Quebec), which is a 3.3% increase 
from 2016 (+5.6% in Quebec).

The construction industry is gradually regaining its strength in the Québec City CMA. In 2017, 
its GDP grew by 4.5%, following its 1.9% recovery in 2016. In particular, residential construction 
starts exceeded expectations, providing their second-best performance in 10 years. Larger 
construction sites are also returning.

This success is expected to continue in 2018 and beyond. At the time of writing, Québec 
International has recorded nearly 400 residential and non-residential projects, both upcoming 
and in progress. Investments in these projects total $17.5B. Of course, residential construction 
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1  Labour productivity is measured by dividing the real GDP by the number of hours worked. This ratio indicates the value of 
goods and services produced for each hour worked. However, a measurement of hours worked is not available for census 
metropolitan areas. To get around this problem, we used the number of jobs in each area to calculate the value of the goods 
and services produced by each worker.
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Real GDP: Profile of the eight major Canadian CMAs 

 Real GDP GDP per worker GDP per capita

  Variation Variation  Variation Variation  Variation Variation 
 2017f 2016-2017f 1992-2017f 2017f 2016-2017f 1992-2017f 2017f 2016-2017f 1992-2017f

 $M % % $ % % $ % %

Québec City 34,561 .7 2 .3 72 .5 78,048 1 .3 17 .5 42,553 1 .6 41 .1 

Toronto 339,006.6 3.6 115.4 103,053 1.2 30.1 53,420 1.6 38.4

Montréal 176,373.9 3,7 71.3 82,193 0.1 17.2 42,620 2.5 37.3

Vancouver 134,039.8 3.4 123.9 95,681 0.4 32.5 52,130 2.3 42.4

Calgary 120,314.7 6.3 130.5 145,014 2.9 7.4 80,811 4.4 19.0

Edmonton 88,831.8 5.0 165.2 116,257 4.5 51.3 62,914 3.1 65.0

Ottawa 69,564.8 3.1 92.5 95,750 2.0 27.6 50,519 1.2 36.8

Winnipeg 38,776.1 3.4 87.4 89,707 1.7 35.1 46,961 1.5 51.3

Sources: Conference Board of Canada, Statistics Canada and Québec International

starts will return to normal in the short term to avoid flooding the market. In the non-residential sector, 
major commercial, industrial, institutional and infrastructure projects are expected to emerge regularly. 
In addition to the ongoing road improvement project, the Enfant-Jésus hospital expansion project is 
picking up the pace. Key multipurpose projects like Le Phare are preparing to leave the drawing board 
and become a reality. Furthermore, the area will soon be significantly updating its public transportation 
networks. All of these projects will not only fuel the construction industry, but also increase productivity 
in the sector. In 2017, its GDP per job decreased slightly by 0.2% (+1.2% in Quebec), reaching $96,538 
($85,080 in Quebec).

The strong performance of all of Québec City’s sectors slightly exceeded our expectations for 2017. This 
will translate to positive anticipated outcomes for 2018, with the GDP expected to grow by more than 2%. 
Productivity is also expected to increase due to the economic momentum. Last year, the area yielded 
$78,048 per job (+1.3%), compared to $77,980 in Quebec (+1.1%). This figure may soon approach the 
$80,000 mark thanks to an approximate 2% increase, which would allow Québec City to compete with 
its Canadian peers.

Real GDP of the Québec City CMA: Annual average growth per 5-year period
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PURCHASING POWER  
AND CONSUMPTION
AVERAGE SALARY
According to predictions from the Conference Board of Canada, the average salary in the Québec 
City CMA was $42,916 in 2017 ($43,185 in Quebec). This represents an increase of 1.7% from 
2016 (+2.3% in Quebec). Labour shortages are still a pressing concern. This appears to have 
caused the average salary to increase across the board in the area. Job creation (particularly 
for qualified and full-time positions), the high employment rate and the increased inflation rate 
mean that salaries will continue to grow in 2018. Additionally, competition between Quebec’s 
cities to attract and retain talent should cause Québec City area employers to offer even more 
competitive salaries. For these reasons, average annual salary growth is projected to be around 
2% until 2021.

INFLATION RATE
The consumer price index (CPI) increased by 1.1% in Québec City in 2017 (+1.1% in Quebec). The 
low inflation rate in Québec City, which sat near 1% for the fifth year in a row, can be explained 
by the moderate improvement of the housing market (+0.9%)—the first component of the average 
basket of goods and services by the drop in fuel and hydro prices (-0.3%). Furthermore, the higher 
Canadian dollar eased the pressure on the price of imported goods. In 2018, the inflation rate is 
expected to increase slightly, nearing 1.5%. This projection is based on the anticipated increase 
of the GDP and the price of raw materials, as well as a slight increase in energy costs. Note that 
the value of the loonie this year will affect the projection, particularly because the Canadian dollar 
is sensitive to the price of raw materials and the fluctuations in the American economy.

PERSONAL DISPOSABLE INCOME
Québec City’s CMA remains a leader in the province, with a per-capita personal disposable income 
(PDI) of $30,699 ($28,542 in Quebec). The 1.7% increase from 2016 (+2.7% in Quebec) exceeded 
the inflation rate, strengthening the purchasing power of Québec City residents. Because the 
average salary in Québec City remained steady in 2017, the increased PDI per capita can be 
attributed to the increased value of “other revenue.” Said increased value can be explained by 
the tax benefits obtained by many households, as well as exceptional returns on stock prices. 
Projections for 2018 estimate Québec City’s per-capita PDI to increase by more than 2%. The same 
can be said for Quebec. Employment performance and sustained economic growth will continue 
to boost per-capita PDI, which has been growing steadily for more than 20 years.

RETAIL SALES
In 2017, retail sales in the CMA amounted to $14.9B, a 4.7% increase from 2016 (+5.7% in Quebec). 
This data testifies to the strength of consumption. The trend is expected to continue in 2018, with 
a projected 3.1% increase in retail sales. Again, the area’s economic strength and borrowing rates 
are beneficial, but consumers are continuing to shop online at giant international retailers, which 
may affect the growth of Quebec sales. Malls are continuing to modernize and work on their 
market positioning to draw new players. They are also keeping sustainability in mind by integrating 
technology into their business model. What’s more, new retailers are coming to the area in the 
near future. For example, Swedish company IKEA will be opening a new store, and Québec City 
will be welcoming French sports giant Décathlon and Montréal’s Adonis supermarkets.

BANKRUPTCIES
According to the Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcy, the Québec City CMA registered 
2,121 bankruptcies in 2017, 202 more than in 2016 (+10.5%). Note that the area has stayed near 
the 2,000 mark for the third year in a row. While the primary economic indicators remained 
positive in 2017 (low inflation rate, affordable interest rates, creation of jobs, increase in revenue, 
etc.), the financial health of some consumers appears to remain shaky due to debt overload. 
However, this is mitigated by the fact that the percentage of the population declaring bankruptcy 
has remained stable, at 0.03%. In terms of businesses, Québec City counted 197 corporate 
bankruptcy filings in 2017, 47 more than in 2016 (+32.2%). Despite this, we strongly believe that 
businesses will be able to correct the course thanks to Québec City’s economic vitality.
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Purchasing power: Profile of the eight major Canadian CMAs

 PDI per capita Average salary Inflation rate

 $ Variation (%) $ Variation (%) %
 2017 2016-2017 2017 2016-2017 2017

Québec City 30,699 1 .7 42,916 1 .7 1 .1

Calgary 46,115 1.8 73,468 0.4 1.6

Edmonton 38,471 (0.3) 63,901 2.9 1.6

Vancouver 35,200 2.6 46,506 1.7 2.2

Ottawa 34,733 1.6 52,524 2.0 1.5

Toronto 33,358 1.9 53,465 1.4 2.1

Winnipeg 31,159 1.0 46,750 1.6 1.6

Montréal 29,523 3.4 44,296 0.1 1.1

PDI per capita: Disposable income per capita
Sources: Conference Board of Canada and Québec International

Growth of purchasing power indicators in the Québec City CMA
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Expectations were high for Québec City’s labour market in 2017 thanks to 
encouraging growth prospects for all economic sectors and the overall 
strength of the world’s economy . The area managed to exceed those 
expectations . Some 4,300 new jobs were created in 2017 . What’s more, the 
area’s unemployment rate dropped below 2008’s record 4 .4%, reaching 
4 .2% (4 .6% in 2016), placing Québec City first of Canada’s eight major 
metropolitan regions . The area also maintained the highest employment 
rate in Quebec, at 65 .1% .

The primary pillars of Québec City’s economy stimulated the labour market in 2017, allowing it 
to reach a record 442,800 jobs. The services sector, which represents 87% of all jobs, generated 
more than 90% of those new jobs. This is due in part to the upswing in the financial and insurance; 
professional, scientific and technical; and administrative services sectors. These areas will 
continue to offer significant career prospects in 2018. As for the construction industry, it benefited 
from the launch of new residential and major infrastructure projects to stimulate hiring. Labour 
needs will only increase past 2018, as current and upcoming construction projects (road and 
transportation infrastructures, healthcare and education facilities, building complexes, etc.) are 
likely to last several years. The manufacturing sector also provided jobs, using the growth of 
various industry leaders to add new employees. Many manufacturers intend to continue hiring 
this year, but they will do so gradually to account for the uncertainty surrounding commercial 
agreements, the Canadian dollar, the availability of labour and the integration of new production 
technologies.

The general vitality of the Québec City CMA’s labour market is beneficial to workers aged 
25–54, who saw a 0.1% increase in the number of available jobs in 2017. Representing more than 
two-thirds of jobs, this demographic also recorded an employment rate of 89.5%—the highest 
in Canada—and 91.8% of those employed workers had full-time positions. That said, the labour 
force in that age group has been fluctuating for nearly five years; last year, it dropped by 0.5%. 
This means that labour shortages in the 25–54 age group can be expected to increase. Employers 
need to respond to the situation by attempting to retain older workers and offer opportunities 
more quickly to younger workers. To that end, the number of jobs for people aged 55 and older 
jumped by 9.1% last year. Their employment rate reached 32.4%. Note that this is relatively low, 
suggesting that workers in this age group may play an even larger role on the job market in the 
coming years. As for jobs in the 15–24 demographic, they decreased by 4.9% compared to 2016. 
This can be explained primarily by the smaller labour force of that age group.

The performance of Québec City’s job market in 2017 reflects businesses’ efforts to ensure their 
growth, expand their expertise and fill positions left open by retirements. These efforts are 
expected to continue; according to the Léger survey on the confidence of entrepreneurs, which 
was published on February 7 by Québec International, 77% of business leaders in the area 
planned to hire in 2018. This is up from the 66% recorded the previous year. Additionally, many 
of the area’s socio-economic players are starting to consider the transition to economy 4.0. In 
particular, the entrepreneurial and teaching sectors are looking to analyze the labour needs of 
today and identify the steps needed to offer training that can meet the economic needs of 
tomorrow. Future actions will not only help moderate the employment market, they will also 
provide interesting career prospects to Québec City residents and encourage youth to become 
interested in the businesses of the future.

With that in mind, the Québec City area will continue to stand out in terms of employment in 
2018. Some 3,500 to 4,000 new jobs are expected to be created this year. As a result, the 
employment rate will continue to rise and the unemployment rate is anticipated to fall to 4% 
or less.

LABOUR
MARKET
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 Jobs Variation Creation Unemployment Employment
 (thousands) (%) (number) rate (%) rate (%) Activity rate (%)

  2017 2016–2017 2016–2017 Total 25–54 age group Total 25–54 age group Total 25–54 age group

Québec City 442 .8 1 .0  4,300  4 .2 3 .3 65 .1 89 .5 67 .9 92 .6
Toronto 3,289.6 2.3 74,600 6.4 5.5 62.1 80.7 66.4 85.4

Montréal 2,145.8 3.6 74,800 6.6 6.0 62.7 83.6 67.1 88.7

Vancouver 1,400.9 3.1 41,700 4.7 4.0 63.8 82.9 66.9 86.3

Calgary 829.7 3.3 26,300 8.5 6.9 67.9 82.9 74.2 89.1

Edmonton 764.1 0.4 3,000 8.1 6.9 67.1 81.6 73.0 87.7

Ottawa 726.5 1.1 7,800 5.5 4.4 64.5 84.6 68.3 88.5

Winnipeg 432.3 1.7 7,200 5.8 4.9 64.1 83.5 68.0 87.7

Sources: Statistics Canada and Québec International

Evolution of the Québec City CMA’s labour force age group

 Variation (%)

Age group 2016-2017 2012-2017

15–24 years old -4.0% -16.2%

25–54 years old -0.5% 2.7%

55 years + 8.2% 24.7%

Sources: Statistics Canada and Québec International

CMA of Québec City: Growth of the labour market

Jobs

Index: 2012=100
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20132012 2014 2015 2016

(+3.2% over 5 years)

(+2.2% over 5 years)
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100.0
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Sources: Statistics Canada and Québec International
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NON-RESIDENTIAL 
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More and more cranes are popping up around Québec City, signalling the 
gradual return of major projects . In 2017, the diversity and size of ongoing 
construction progress generated $912 .6M in non-residential investments . 
This represents an 11 .3% increase from 2016, making Québec City’s growth 
the second-largest within the eight major Canadian metropolitan areas, 
after Winnipeg (+18 .4%) . The return of capital expenditures aligns with 
provincial (+7 .3%) and Canadian (+1 .2%) trends . It also suggests that 
investments will continue to accelerate throughout 2018 .

The industrial sector invested a record $129.1M in Québec City last year, representing a 67.4% 
annual increase. The maritime transportation and energy industries maintained their expenditures 
to allow for major procurement contracts. Others renovated their facilities so that they could 
integrate new production tools. This trend is expected to continue in 2018. Increased productivity 
and controlled production costs will lead to constant improvement of existing infrastructures, 
making more room for automation and the introduction of cutting-edge systems. Furthermore, 
the addition of new industrial parks will encourage businesses to increase their presence in 
the area. This trend was observed last year in Saint-Augustin-de-Desmaures, the Espace 
d’innovation Michelet and Innoparc Lévis. It is expected to continue this year as two 
biopharmaceutical leaders, Medicago and Endoceutics, are making huge investments to build 
production facilities in D’Estimauville and L’Ancienne-Lorette. There is also growing interest 
in land in the Espace d’innovation Chauveau as La Maison Simons will begin building its 
distribution centre there.

Institutional infrastructure generated expenditures of $226.6M in 2017, a 23.2% increase from 
the year before. Many projects were launched to renovate and add tourism, teaching and 
health and social services facilities in 2017. Several of these projects will continue into 2018, 
some of which will be picking up the pace. The Enfant-Jésus hospital expansion is one such 
project. While vacancy in office buildings remains high (8.5%), projects are gradually taking 
shape in Lebourgneuf and Sainte-Foy. Additionally, the Groupe Dallaire plans to invest a large 
amount in Le Phare, a major building complex in Sainte-Foy that may begin to take shape in 
late 2018. This real estate leader has also shown interest in developing the area around the 
bridge entrances on the south shore.

The commercial sector invested $556.9M in 2017, which is close to its expenditures in 2016 
(-0.3%). The majority of these investments were made to renovate the major malls in Sainte-
Foy and Lebourgneuf. These malls will continue on the same track to attract new retailers and 
fill the gaps left by the closing of a retail giant like Sears. Swedish furniture retailer IKEA will 
also continue its work ahead of its return to Québec City this year. Their project will help fuel 
the development of the Duplessis sector, which may draw new brands like French sports chain 
Décathlon. In addition to purely commercial projects, several large residential projects (rental 
and condominium) will include commercial space, which will further encourage investments 
in the sector.

Non-residential investments reflect businesses’ willingness to establish cutting-edge 
infrastructures to increase productivity, reduce operating costs and provide an attractive 
working environment. To that end, the return to increasing real estate expenditures in the 
Québec City area is a very positive sign for the regional economy. Currently, the area has more 
than 250 current and planned non-residential projects, valuing approximately $10.1B. The 
discipline and thoroughness demonstrated by the area over the past few years will be crucial 
to bring these major projects, as well as port and airport, public transit and heritage improvement 
projects, to term in 2018.
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$180M
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$198M

$173M
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$801M$804M

$111M

$116M $83M

$82M

$184M

$559M

$77M

$227M

$557M

$129M

$661M

Average: $959M

Sources: Statistics Canada and Québec International

Non-residential vacancy rate for the Québec City CMA, 2017

Sector North Shore South Shore CMA

Industrial 3.1% 1.8% NA

Commercial 7.0% 6.8% NA

Office NA NA 8.5%

Sources: Côté Conseil Immobilier and Altus Group

Distribution of institutional
project value

Institutional sector
120 projects

$4.3B
Public infrastructure

45 projects
$6.4B

Commercial
sector

70 projects
$1.3B

Public
50 projects

$2.9B

Private
70 projects

$1.4B

Industrial sector
30 projects

$800M

Compilation: Québec International, as of February 2018

$12.8B of non-residential investment for more than 265 current and upcoming 
(within 10 years) projects
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The housing market in the Québec City CMA exceeded expectations in 2017 . 
First of all, the region experienced 6,640 construction starts (+39 .3%), which 
is barely 12 less than the record level set in 2010 . Additionally, the increase 
in resales continued for the fourth year in a row, with 6,885 transactions 
(+2 .5%) . The activity in the residential sector is largely caused by an 
acceleration in regional economic activity, demographic growth, constant 
improvement of net migration and continued good access to credit . These 
beneficial factors are expected to remain throughout the next year .

In 2017, residential construction had its second-best performance in more than 20 years in the 
Québec City area. The number of new units in the area grew by 6,640, a 39.3% increase from 
2016. Rental and condominium construction starts exceeded expectations, due in particular to 
the launch of large projects in Sainte-Foy, Saint-Augustin-de-Desmaures and the northern 
outskirts. According to several analysts, these new projects are responding to a latent need 
caused largely by new retirees and young households. A total of 3,820 rental units were built 
(+36.8%), representing nearly 60% of the sector’s construction starts for the third year in a row. 
The condominium market made a strong comeback after a lull in 2016. Some 1,195 new units 
were built—an annual increase of 172.2%. This represents 18% of construction starts, compared 
to 9% the previous year.

Québec City’s rental and condominium market is expected to continue growing. Low vacancy 
rates give reason to believe that availability will remain controlled in the rental (4.5%), condominium 
(3.9%) and retirement home (5%) markets. Furthermore, developers are analyzing the potential 
to gradually launch new major projects. The areas around bridges will be popular targets for 
development on both the North and South shores.

In terms of absolute property, the area saw 1,521 new units, a 1% decrease from 2016. This market, 
which includes individual properties, semi-detached houses and row houses, is adjusting to the 
availability of land and the inventory of new and existing units for sale. The moderate drop in 
the residential sector, combined with careful management of rental unit and condominium 
inventories, leads us to believe that residential construction will return to a more sustainable 
level—around 4,000 construction starts—in 2018. The area currently has around 100 current 
and upcoming projects, valuing nearly $4.4B.

Interest in existing properties also grew in Québec City in 2017, for the fourth year in a row. The 
resale market saw 6,885 transactions, 2.5% more than in 2016. Of these, single-family homes 
dominated with 4,795 resales (+1%). The condominium market followed with 1,548 transactions 
(+5%), followed by plexes with 531 transactions (+2%). However, the high number of new entries 
means that the resale market is currently a buyer’s market, limiting price increases. Last year, 
a single-family home sold for around $250,000, a 1% annual increase. For plexes ($306,400) 
and condominiums ($188,000), the average price continued to drop, falling by 4% and 1% 
respectively from 2016.

As long as economic conditions continue to improve, the resale market will continue its upward 
trend in the Québec City area. Potential buyers will also continue to benefit from a diverse 
selection of existing properties, price increases that will remain close to the inflation rate, and 
favourable borrowing conditions. The year 2018 may very well hit the 7,000-transaction mark.

HOUSING
MARKET
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Profile of the housing market, Québec City CMA

Sources: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) and Centris
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+39.3%

+1.9%

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Vacancy rate for the Québec City CMA

 Rental Condominium Retirement 
 housing  homes

2016 4.9% 4.8% 4.6%

2017 4.5% 3.9% 5.0%

Source: Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC)

Main current and upcoming residential projects in the Québec City CMA

Company Location Residential  Investment
  project (M$)

Construction CSB Lévis Umano project - 1,700 units 725.0

Construction Gély Lévis Residential complex - 1,600 units 400.0

SSQ Immobilier Québec City Cité Verte - 800 units 350.0

Cominar Beauport Faubourg du Moulin - 1,800 units 325.0

Construction Citadelle Québec City Beau Port sur-le-fleuve - 900 units 250.0

Société immobilière Huot Lebourgneuf L’Aventura - 1,000 rental units 250.0

Kevlar Group Québec City Îlot Dorchester - 180 units 150.0

Groupe Bolduc Inc. Québec City LB9 - 448 units 150.0

NOVA Construction Québec City Pierre-Bertrand development - 470 units 150.0

Immostar Inc. Saint-Nicolas Loges project - 800 rental units 110.0

Compilation: Québec International



The Québec City CMA had a population of 812,205 residents in 2017, up 
0 .7% from 2016 . This demographic growth aligns with the Institut de la 
statistique du Québec (ISQ)’s projections, and is caused by natural population 
growth and positive net migration . The area continues to have a demographic 
weight of 9 .7% in Quebec . It is second only to Montréal (49 .3%) .

While natural growth (births minus deaths) has slowed, it continues to fuel demographic growth. 
For the 9th year in a row, there were more than 8,000 births in Québec City (8,026 in 2016). 
At the same time, there were 5,989 deaths. The decreasing birth rate over the past 3 years 
(-4.9% between 2013 and 2016) indicates that the “mini baby boom” that has been ongoing 
since 2003 is drawing to an end. The number of deaths has also been growing for several years; 
it increased by 2.9% between 2013 and 2016. As a result, the area may soon reach an annual 
rate of over 6,000 deaths. Combined with the decreasing birth rate, this may drop the  
1.3:1 birth-death ratio to 1.2:1 in the short term.

Note that concerns about the aging population also affect the growth of the working-age 
population (15–64 years). The latter dropped for the fifth year in a row, falling by 0.3% in 2017 
(+0.1% in Quebec). Additionally, this age group has shrunk by 3.5% over the past five years, 
going from 69% to 65.5%. The decline may become more marked in the coming years, given 
that a large part of the working-age population is made up of baby boomers. This demographic, 
made up of people aged 52–64, represented 29% of the working-age population in 2017. For 
many baby boomers, retirement is fast approaching, forcing the replacement ratio downwards. 
Last year, there were nine 20–29-year-olds who could potentially enter the job market for every 
ten 55–64-year-olds who could potentially retire. By 2022, the replacement ratio could reach 
8 entries for every 10 departures.

For that reason, attracting immigrants to the Québec City CMA will be crucial to supporting 
demographic growth and mitigating the effects of the aging population. During the 2016–2017 
fiscal year, 3,294 immigrants chose to move to Québec City. Net migration for the past five 
years (2012–2017) was 16,308 newcomers, an improvement of 19.3% over the 2007-2012 period. 
However, this data should not obscure the fact that between 2012 and 2017, 6.2% of international 
immigrants to Quebec chose to move to the Québec City area, a lower proportion than the 
area’s demographic weight of 9.7%. That said, the situation is improving gradually; between 
2007 and 2012, Québec City only welcomed 5.4% of the province’s immigrants. According to 
Statistics Canada’s 2016 census, the immigrant population drawn to the region is young and 
educated. In fact, 95% of immigrants to Québec City are less than 45 years old, and 85% hold 
a post-secondary degree. The immigrant population also appears to be well-integrated into 
the job market. Census data shows that their employment rate is 67.6% (1st of Canada’s 8 major 
CMAs), and that figure jumps to 76.1% for immigrants with a university degree (2nd of Canada’s 
8 major CMAs).

The excellent international immigration rates compensate for the negative net interprovincial 
migration that has affected Québec City for several years. Between 2016 and 2017, 1,465 people 
came to Québec City from another province, while 2,545 people from the area left the province. 
The net interprovincial loss exceeded 1,000 people for the third consecutive year. This is 
concerning, given the increased competition from other Canadian CMAs to attract labour.

Migratory gains should continue to increase, driven by favourable economic growth prospects, 
job availability, improved quality of life and accessible housing. The region must continue its 
constant efforts to attract international immigrants to mitigate the labour shortage caused by 
the aging population. However, the projected increase in the number of newcomers leads us 
to believe that Québec City’s population will continue to grow in 2018.

DEMOGRAPHICS
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Migratory profile of the Québec City CMA

2007-2012 2012-2017

Number of immigrants Net migration Number of immigrants Net migration

Inter-provincial immigrationInternational immigration18,000

15,000

12,000

9,000

6,000

3,000

 0

(3,000)

(6,000)

Sources: Institut de la statistique du Québec and Québec International

Demographic overview by age in the Québec City CMA

 Variation (%) Demographic weight (%)
 2012-2017 2012 2017 2021f

0–14 years 8.0% 13.8% 14.8% 15.4%

15–19 years -14.6% 4.6% 4.5% 4.5%

20–29 years -3.7% 13.7% 13.2% 11.8%

30–49 years 0.7% 26.5% 26.5% 26.9%

50–64 years 0.1% 21.5% 21.3% 19.7%

65–75 years 23.6% 9.2% 11.3% 13.0%

75 years + 18.6% 7.1% 8.4% 9.7%

Sources: Institut de la statistique du Québec and Québec International

Immigrants’ education in Québec City

Sources: Statistics Canada, 2016 census and Québec International

14%

15%

30%

41% Undergraduate or higher studies 

No diploma

High school

Post-secondary education less than a bachelor’s degree



PRIMARY ECONOMIC INDICATORS FOR THE QUÉBEC 
CITY CMA

  2007 2014 2015 2016 2017f 2018f

Real GDP ($M) 29,428.1 33,241.4 33,390.9 33,797.6 34,561.7 35,347.2

  Annual variation (%) 2.6 1.1 0.4 1.2 2.3 2.3

Real GDP per capita ($) 39,930 41,743 41,684 41,894 42,553 43,192

  Annual variation (%) 1.3 0.3 (0.1) 0.5 1.6 1.5

Personal disposable income  
per capita ($) 23,751 29,025 29,706 30,176 30,699 31,445

  Annual variation (%) 4.0 1.8 2.3 1.6 1.7 2.4

Average salary (thousands) 36.6 41.8 41.5 42.2 42.9 43.7

  Annual variation (%) 3.0 1.4 (0.7) 1.7 1.7 1.8 

Population  736,993 796,330 801,050 806,736 812,205 818,377

  Annual variation (%) 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 

Labour market      

  Labour force (thousands) 410.9 458.2 464.1 459.5 462.0 475.7

    Annual variation (%) 3.0 1.9 1.3 (1.0) 0.5 3.0

  Number of jobs (thousands) 390.4 433.7 442.3 438.5 442.8 452.6

    Annual variation (%) 3.3 1.2 2.0 (0.8) 1.0 2.2

    Job creation 12,500 5,200 8,600 (3,800) 4,300 9,800

    Manufacturers 39,300 31,300 33,800 30,900 32,100 NA

         Food processing 7,300 6,100 4,700 5,200 5,500 NA

         Chemical products 1,900 NA 1,600 2,400 1,900 NA

         Rubber and plastic products 2,300 1,500 1,500 NA 2,000 NA

         Metal products 3,900 2,000 2,600 3,400 2,100 NA

         Transportation equipment  
         and machinery  1,600 3,500 1,700 1,900 5,600 NA

         Digital, electrical and electronic  
         products  2,200 2,800 2,300 2,300 2,500 NA

   Construction 12,500 23,300 26,000 22,400 23,600 NA

   Services 313,800 373,700 377,000 379,600 383,600 NA

         Public services 126,300 146,400 155,700 156,400 150,700 NA

         Financial, insurance and real  
         estate services 31,200 31,600 32,200 28,000 35,000 NA

         Professional, scientific and  
         technical services  23,300 37,300 35,900 30,200 35,300 NA

         Business 52,400 54,200 60,000 64,000 57,900 NA

         Transportation and storage 16,600 14,400 13,100 9,800 17,400 NA

         Lodging and food service 26,100 34,300 32,700 33,000 30,600 NA

  Unemployment rate (%) 5.1 5.3 4.7 4.6 4.2 NA

  Participation rate (%) 67.4 68.8 69.3 68.0 67.9 NA

  Employment rate (%) 67.4 65.2 66.0 64.9 65.1 NA
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  2007 2014 2015 2016 2017f 2018f

Housing market      

  Construction starts 5,284 4,449 5,442 4,766 6,640 NA

    Annual variation (%) 2.1 (4.9) 22.3 (12.4) 39.3 NA

    Single dwellings 2,144 887 826 878 810 NA

    Multiple housing 3,140 3,562 4,616 3,893 5,830 NA

  Resale market NA 6,273 6,623 6,721 6,850 7,050 

    Annual variation (%) NA (13.1) 5.6 1.5 1.9 2.9 

  Average selling price ($) NA 264,366 265,204 264,420 263,000 263,995 

    Annual variation (%) NA 3.2 0.3 (0.3) (0.5) 0.4

  Vacancy rate (%) NA 3.1 4.0 4.9 6.0 6.5 

Retail sales ($M) 10,773 13,421 13,623 14,260 14,930 15,386

  Annual variation (%) 5.2 2.4 1.5 4.7 4.7 3.1 

Inflation rate (%) 1.3 1.3 1.0 0.6 1.1 1.5 

  Consumer price index  
  (2002=100) 110.1 123.5 124.7 125.5 126.8 128.8

Office buildings      

  Vacancy rate (%) 2.6 6.0 7.0 8.6 8.7 NA

  Gross rent ($/sq.ft.) 18.57 21.73 22.72 22.52 23.21 NA

  Number of buildings 193 220 223 227 231 218

  Existing area (sq.ft.) 15,842,539 19,716,085 18,983,560 19,198,933 19,760,027 NA

Value of building permits ($k) 1,518,823 1,484,093 1,406,372 1,575,673 1,727,902 NA

  Commercial ($k) 400,729 322,468 274,311 268,392 387,136 NA

  Industrial ($k) 86,531 47,663 62,101 87,735 62,483 NA

  Institutional ($k) 169,216 97,003 126,916 127,165 193,477 NA

  Residential ($k) 862,347 1,016,959 943,044 1,092,381 1,084,806 NA

Personal bankruptcies NA 1,748 1,926 1,919 2,121 NA

Business bankruptcies NA 147 135 146 193 NA

f: forecast NA: not available

Sources:  Conference Board of Canada, Statistics Canada, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Institut de la statistique du Québec, 
Québec Federation of Real Estate Boards, Office of the Superintendent of Bankruptcies, Altus Group, Desjardins Group and Québec 
International



LIST OF MAJOR CURRENT AND ANNOUNCED  
NON-RESIDENTIAL PRIVATE PROJECTS IN THE 
QUÉBEC CITY CMA

Investment Company Location Activity Project 
($M)   sector

650.0 Groupe Dallaire Québec City Real estate Construction of a tower 
    - Le Phare

500.0 Valero Inc. Lévis Energy Environmental procedure 
    improvement

500.0 Port of Québec Québec City Transport Expansion and 
    modernization of 
    port facilities

300.0 Cominar Québec City Real estate Construction of a 
    supermall

277.0 Jean-Lesage Québec City Transport Airport expansion 
 International   and modernization 
 Airport  

245.0 Medicago Québec City Health Construction of a 
    research and 
    production complex

200.0 Cominar Lévis Real estate Commercial project

160.0 Oxford Québec City Real estate Modernization of the 
    Galeries de la Capitale

150.0 Maison Simons Inc. Québec City Commercial Construction of a 
    distribution centre

130.0 LeddarTech Québec City Optics/ Investment in 
   photonics its international 
    development

125.0 GCS Développement Québec City Real estate Construction of a 
 Immobilier   building complex - 
    La Ceinture de la Pyramide

110.0 Ivanhoé Cambridge Sainte-Foy Real estate Modernization of 
 Group Inc.   Place Ste-Foy

100.0 IKEA Canada Québec City Commercial Construction of an 
    IKEA store

100.0 Industrial Alliance Québec City Real estate Construction of a 
    15-storey tower

80.0 Endoceutics Inc. L’Ancienne Health Construction of a 
  -Lorette  pharmaceutical complex

Compilation : Québec International
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LIST OF MAJOR CURRENT AND ANNOUNCED PUBLIC  
INVESTMENT PROJECTS IN THE QUÉBEC CITY CMA

Investment ($M) Public corporation Location Activity sector Project 

1,967.0 Société québécoise Québec City Health Construction of the 
 des infrastructures   Enfant-Jésus megahospital

500.0 Ministère des Transports,  Québec City Transport Expansion of 
 de la Mobilité durable   Henri-IV highway 
 et de l’Électrification  
 des transports

170.0 Canadian Saint-Gabriel- Defence New facilities 
 Ministry of Defence de-Valcartier  for the 5th combat 
    engineer regiment

165.0 Canadian Québec City Defence Modernization of La Citadelle 
 Ministry of Defence

158.0 Hôtel-Dieu de Lévis Lévis Health Construction of a 
    regional integrated 
    oncology centre

130.0 Commission de la Québec City Transport Phase 3 - Promenade 
 capitale nationale   Samuel-De Champlain 
 du Québec

130.0 CSST Québec City Finance/Insurance Construction of headquarters

124.5 Ville de Québec Québec City Energy Construction of a 
    methanization plant

108.0 Governments of Québec City Public services Improvement of the 
 Canada and Quebec   water and sewer system

95.0 Government of Québec City Transport Quebec Bridge 
 Quebec

95.0 Ministère des Transports, Lévis Transport Investments in the 
 de la Mobilité durable   road network - 6 projects 
 et de l’Électrification  
 des transports

85.2 Ville de Québec Québec City Public services Construction of a 
    police station

80.0 Université Laval Québec City Education Modernization of 
    facilities

68.0 Ville de Québec Québec City Culture and leisure Construction of a 
    covered skating rink

65.0 Réseau de transport Lebourgneuf Transport Building renovation 
 de la Capitale (RTC)

Compilation: Québec International



Consulting services Number of  
 employees

CGI 700 - 999
Fujitsu 500 - 699
Technoconseil Inc. 300 - 499
Alithya 100 - 299
ACCEO Solutions 100 - 299

Software Number of  
 employees

Oracle Taleo Canada 300 - 499
InnovMetric Software 100 - 299
Emergensys Solutions Inc. less than 100
Korem Inc. less than 100
NOVIPRO Inc. less than 100
  
Interactive Number of 
entertainment employees

Ubisoft 300 - 499
Frima Studio 100 - 299
Beenox Inc. 100 - 299
Tink / Bkom less than 100
Squeeze Animation Studio less than 100  

Digital arts Number of 
 employees

RodeoFX less than 100
EX MACHINA less than 100
Freeman Audio Visual less than 100
Nova Film less than 100
Volta Creation Inc. less than 100  

Web development Number of 
 employees

Nurun 100 - 299
Mirego less than 100
NovAxis Solutions Inc. less than 100
De Marque less than 100
Spektrum less than 100  

Telecommunications Number of 
 employees

TELUS Québec 300 - 499
Bell Canada 300 - 499
HS Télécom 300 - 499
Orizon Mobile 100 - 299
Axion Technologies Ltd. less than 100

Electronics Number of  
 employees

Olympus NDT Canada 300 - 499
Festo Didactic 300 - 499
Gecko Alliance 100 - 299
Contrast Lighting Inc. 100 - 299
Ver-Mac 100 - 299

Optics/photonics Number of 
 employees

EXFO 1,000 - 2,400
Optel Vision 500 - 699
Creaform Inc. 300 - 499
ABB Analytical Inc. 100 - 299
FISO Technologies Inc. 100 - 299

Biopharmaceuticals Number of 
 employees

Glaxo Smith Kline Biotechnologicals 
North America 700 - 999
Syneos Health 500 - 699 
BD Diagnostics-GeneOhm 100 - 299
Medicago less than 100
Omegachem Inc. less than 100 

Medical technologies Number of 
 employees

Optel Vision Inc. 500 - 699 
STERIS Corporation Canada 100 - 299
Savard Ortho Confort Inc. 100 - 299
M2s Electronics 100 - 299
Logibec Canada less than 100 

Cosmeceuticals and Number of 
natural health products employees

Dectronique 100 - 299
Pharmalab 100 - 299
Bains Ultra Inc. less than 100
PerfecLAB Inc. less than 100
Lucas Meyer Cosmetics less than 100

Food Number of 
processing employees

Biscuits Leclerc Ltd. 700 - 999
Avico 300 - 499
Frito-Lay Canada 300 - 499
Alex Coulombe Ltd 300 - 499
Multi-Marques less than 100

APPENDIX 3
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Wood processing Number of 
 employees

Teknion 700 - 999
Preverco Inc. 100 - 299
Resolute Forest Products 100 - 299
Concept Avanti less than 100
Cuisines Bernier Inc. less than 100

Rubber, plastic Number of 
and composite materials employees

PH Tech Inc. 100 - 299
Novik 100 - 299
Groupe Polyalto 100 - 299
Caron et Guay 100 - 299
Tilton Inc. less than 100

Metal products Number of 
 employees

Canam-Bridges 300 - 499
Solaris Québec Inc. 300 - 499
Supermétal 300 - 499
Julien 100 - 299
Sani Métal 100 - 299

Transportation equipment Number of 
and machinery employees

Davie 700 - 999
SBI Stove Builder Inc. 100 - 299 
Wajax Power Systems 100 - 299
Ocean Group 100 - 299
Labrie Enviroquip Group less than 100

Environment and energy Number of 
 employees

Énergir 1,000 - 2,400
Valero Energy Inc. 300 - 499
Gaudreau Environnement Inc. 100 - 299
GLR Inc. 100 - 299
Services Matrec Inc. (Québec division) less than 100

Insurance Number of 
 employees

Desjardins Financial Security 4,000 - 5,400
 iA Financial Group 1,000 - 2,400 
La Capitale Insurance and 
Financial Services Inc. 1,000 - 2,400
 SSQ General Insurance 700 - 999
 Promutuel Insurance Group 700 - 999

Finance Number of 
 employees

Desjardins Group 6,000 - 7,400
National Bank of Canada 700 - 999
Royal Bank of Canada 100 - 299
Laurentian Bank of Canada 100 - 299
CIBC 100 - 299

Health and education Number of 
 employees

CHU De Québec-Université Laval 10,000 - 15,000
Université Laval 5,000 - 9,999
Québec Heart and Lung Institute 1,500 - 2,999
Commission Scolaire des Découvreurs 1,500 - 2,999
Institute in Mental Health of Québec 1,500 - 2,999

Lodging Number of 
 employees

Les Hôtels JARO 1,000 - 2,400
Fairmont le Château Frontenac 700 - 999
RCR 700 - 999
Village Vacances Valcartier 500 - 699
Camp de jour Keno 500 - 699

Food services Number of 
 employees

McDonald’s 1,000 - 2,400
Tim Hortons 1,000 - 2,400
Restaurant Normandin 1,000 - 2,400
Rôtisseries St-Hubert 1,000 - 2,400
Chez Ashton 500 - 699
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Natural growth

Changes in population numbers due to net 
births/deaths.

Census metropolitan area (CMA)

Area made up of one or more neighbouring 
municipalities located around a major urban 
centre. To constitute a CMA, the urban centre 
must have a population of at least 100,000. 
To constitute a census agglomeration, the 
urban centre must have a population of at least 
10,000.

Net migration

The difference between the number of persons 
moving into an area and the number of persons 
leaving in a given year. This concept does not 
account for nationality.

LABOUR MARKET

Unemployed

Persons who are available to work, have no paid 
employment and are actively looking a job.

Employed

Includes all persons who did any work for pay 
or profit as well as those who have a job and 
are absent from work.

Replacement index

The ratio of the expected number of young 
people entering the labour market (aged 20 
to 29) to the expected number of workers 
retiring (aged 55 to 64), multiplied by 100.

Labour force

Civilian population aged 15 years old and higher, 
not living in an institution or on a reserve, either 
employed or unemployed.

Working-age population

Civilian population aged 15 to 64.

Average salary

The average wage/salary earned by full-time 
workers (more than 30 hours/week) in a normal 
working year.

Participation rate

Labour force expressed as a percentage of the 
total population aged 15 years and older.

Unemployment rate

Number of unemployed people, expressed as 
a percentage of the labour force.

Employment rate

Number of active workers expressed as a 
percentage of the total population aged 15 years 
and older.

ECONOMY

Bankruptcy

The state of being or becoming bankrupt.

CPI

The consumer price index (CPI) measures the 
changes in the price level of consumer goods.

Transfer payment

Monetary payment or transfer of goods or 
assets from one party to another where nothing 
is expected in return. Transfer payments can 
take many different forms (donations, inheritance, 
employment insurance payments, etc.)
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Gross domestic product (GDP)

The total unduplicated value of the goods and services 
produced in an economic area (such as a region) 
during a given period, regardless of the ownership 
(foreign/domestic) of the production factors. GDP 
at basic prices corresponds to the GDP calculated at 
market prices, less tax deductions applicable to 
goods, plus consumer subsidies.

Personal disposable income

Personal income less direct personal income taxes, 
social insurance contributions and other current 
transfers to public administrations.

Inflation rate

Loss of a currency’s buying power that results in a 
widespread and lasting increase in prices.

INVESTMENTS AND BUILDING 
PERMITS

Investments

Capital expenditures related to new construction 
projects and major improvements to existing buildings, 
in addition to purchases of new machinery and 
equipment. These expenditures do not include 
purchases of land or used machinery or equipment 
(unless imported).

Public investments

Capital expenditures made by publicly-owned com-
panies and governments at the federal, provincial 
and local levels.

Building permits

Building permits correspond to those issued by 
municipalities for the construction of new buildings 
or the undertaking of improvements.

Value of building permits

The value of planned building projects in the residential 
and non-residential sectors.

HOUSING MARKET

Condominium

A legal structure under which the ownership of capital 
real property is divided among various co-owners.

Rental housing

Residential dwellings or buildings available for rent.

Plex

Rental housing consisting of two to five dwellings.

Single-family house

Self-contained dwelling entirely detached from all 
other dwellings or buildings.

Construction starts

Number of new residential units in a given geographical 
region for which construction began during the 
reference year.

Average selling price

Average value of all sales during a given period.

Resales

Number of sales during a given period.

Vacancy rate

Number of all apartments and townhouses that are 
vacant and available for rent expressed as a percentage.
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OTHER

Durable good

Good that is not destroyed during use and that 
has a relatively long life span.

Non-durable good

Consumer good that disappears or is destroyed 
upon its first use. In almost all circumstances, 
the good depreciates rapidly and/or is subject 
to changing trends.

Manufacturing sector

This sector is comprised of establishments 
primarily involved in the chemical, mechanical 
or physical transformation of materials or 
substances into new products.

Public services

Consolidation of general interest services that 
are provided by private and government-owned 
corporations as well as the government and 
education, health and social services.
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